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The concept o[ the King George Island Expert GIS (KGI-XGIS) is intro-

duced. KGI-XGIS is a combination of a rule-based expert system and a GIS meant to form an
intelligent spatial decision support system. The system provides the spatial knowledge necessary for the environmental impact asses_sment proc~'~sas dictated by the ' Madrid Protocol'
for King George Island (South Shetland Islands, Antarctica). It also serves as ini'ormation
system to the scientific user community. Topographic maps, remote sensing data, thematic
maps based on field surveys and other digital data form the input data to the GIS. Given the
sparseness of the available data these must be combined and u~:t in the most efficient way.
Therefore expert knowledge of different domains will be coded into a rule-based expert system which is coupled to the GIS. To handle the expert knowledge and the spatial data of different types and different quality the KGI-XGIS incorporates knowledge-based techniques
and fuzzy reasoning. The selection of a camp site on the ice free area of Fildes Peninsula and
data quality management are used as two examples to demonstrate the capabilities of the systel'o-.

portance to the island.
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Introduction

T h e Protocol of Environmental Protection to the
Antarctic Treaty (" Madrid Protocol" ) ~tablishes

King George Island ( S o u t h Shetland Islands,

principles of environmental protection in Antarcti-

Antarctica) is one of the most densely populated ar-

ca. A crucial part of implementing these principles

eas in Antarctica. Permanent stations of nine differ-

is defined by Article 3, paragraph C. It states the

ent nations and an airstrip suitable for huge air-

necessity of collecting sufficient information about

crafts are located on its ice free areas. T h e e areas

planned activities " t o allow prior assessments of,

comprise less than 5 % of the island but carry most

and informed judgements about, their possible im-

of the fauna and flora. T h e concentrated human ac-

pacts on the Antarctic environment and dependent

tivities result in considerable impacts on the vulner-

and associated ecosystems and on the value of

able ecosystems and to a severe degradation of the

Antarctica for the conduct of .scientific research".

environment Ill. Management plans for two major
ice free areas have been proposed to A T C M and
several protected areas have been established [a] 9
Given the manifold research activities and the increasing tourism an efficient environmental protection strategy remains an issue of paramount i m Steffen Vogt,Ph. D canclidate,Departrrentof Phys~al Geogral::/qyUniversity of

A vital part of the necessary information is spatial
data. As the state-of-the-art tool to handle such data a geographic information system ( G I S ) should
be used to provide the spatial information that relates to the planned activiti~ [3'4]. Although G I S
have emerged into a tool that is easy to use through
common graphical user interfaces ( G U I )

there is

still a considerable lack of knowledge among poten-
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tial users about how to use the systems to derive
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the desired information. Unfortunately, at present
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GIS can only be regarded as data processing sys-

and the data base management system (DBMS)

tems but they largely lack the ability to process

through the XS which supports him by using the

knowledge on bow to use the data in a meaningful

expert knowledge of the KB. The EM allows to

way. The latter step is left to the user but often

trace back the system' s reasoning. The user is not.

GIS users are non-experts in handling spatial data.

interacting with the GIS directly but through the

Common pitfalls when using GIS, not always re-

expert system which assists him in addressing spa-

alised by the users themselves, include unstructured

tial problems.

definition of the problem, insufficient or inappropriate data,incomplete information on which data exist, a principal uncertainty about the relevance of
data sets to use and last but not least only a basic

I I

knowledge about the analysis techniques and their
proper use.

9

DBMS

I

To avoid these problems the aim of the KGIXGIS is to aid non- and semi-specialists in using

Fig. 1 Model of the XGIS

spatial data sets as decision support in the process

An expert system can be defined as an intelligent

of environmental impact assessments (EIA).

computer system that imitates our reasoning pro-

The XGIS should therefore:

cess and uses knowledge to provide human expert-

1) provide spatial data from various sources for

level solutions to complex problems in a specific

environmental assessments,

problem domain. In a rule-based expert system the

2) aid in the definition of the specific problem,

knowledge is coded into a knowledge base consist-

3) aid in the selection of appropriate data sets,

ing of ordered sets of IF-THEN rules called a pro-

4 ) aid in the selection and use of appropriate anal-

duction system. The inference machine has the for-

ysis techniques,

real capability to use this knowledge in an effective

5) provide reliable and reproducible results,

way to derive implicit information from explicit in-

6) adhere to ISO/'I'C 211 and the standards de-

formation. Several principles and techniques can be

fined by SCAR programs,
7) provide a flexible and adaptive'architecture for
the modification and enhancement of capabilities,
8) have a user-friendly interface for human-machine interaction.

used to handle the rules. As these are described in
many standard text books[5'61 on expert systems
they will not be discussed here in detail.
The main difference of rule-based expert systems
compared to conventional computer programs is

In addition to the use as a decision support system

that knowledge is stored in a declarative way rather

for EIA the KGI-XGIS is also a valuable tool as in-

than in a procedural way. In traditional programs

formation system to the scientific user community.

problem solving consists of applying a specific algorithm to a precisely defined problem. Only data
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Expert GIS

that give information on an instance of the problem
can be uploaded into the program. Any modification

To add the capability of processing knowledge

of the problem solving requires writing of a com-

about the spatial data an expert system ( X S ) is

pletely new algorithm or program. Improvements or

wrapped around the GIS like a shell. Fig. 1 shows

changes are then difficult to implement.

the model of the XGIS. The XS consists of a

Contrary to the concept of a hardcoded algorithm

knowledge base (KB), an inference machine ( I M ) ,

specialised on a neatly defined problem is the con-

a knowledge acquisition module (KAM) and an ex-

cept of declarative knowledge as it is realised in

planation module ( E M ) . Expert knowledge is fed

rule-based expert systems. In the latter case the

into the system through the KAM. The user ad-

knowledge about the problem domain is stored in

dresses the spatial information stored in the GIS

the form of the production rules. The abstract prob-
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lena solving competence remains to the inference

XGIS reflects the different steps of the EIA process

machine. New knowledge about the problem do-

as described in C O M N A P / A T C M (1999). In the

main is added to the system simply by adding new

following the terms activity, action and output are

rules to the knowledge base. This makes rule-based

used according to the definitions given in this docu-

systems especially suitable for semi-structured

ment. The basic steps for the EIA process are to de-

problems and in cases where the knowledge about

fine the planned activity and the area of interest.

the problem domain is expanding dynamically. De-

With this information it should he possible to assess

P

cision making in environmental impact assessments

potential impacts.

poses a wide variety of similar but not exactly equal

The KGI-XGIS knowledge base consists of three

problems. At the same time environmental impacts

main modules, the activities and actions ( A & A )

in Antarctica is a current research topic resulting in

module, the environments and impacts ( E& I )

a continuously better understanding of many as-

module and the spatial information and spatial anal-

pects of the implications of human activities on the

ysis ( S I & S A ) module (Fig. 2 ), each containing

ecosystems. Thus the application of knowledge-

several submodules.

based tools like the KGI-XGIS promises an efficient
support in this domain.
Typical properties of spatial data sets in Antarctica are imprecision, uncertainty and vagueness. Data
sets are often incomplete, the cartographic reference
is not as accurate as desired and the thematic information not always has the desired reliability. To
deal with these problems the theory of fuzzy sets
and fuzzy logic is incorporated into the XGIS.
Fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic can model imprecision
and uncertainty in the spatial domain, in the feature
domain and in the inference mechanisms including
linguistic variables in the formulation of the

rules[7-10]"

A&A
Ifieldcamp [ sampling] ["" ~
[

I

outputs

I

E&l
[ vegetation [ fauna [ " " ~
environmentalconditions

---~
reports

I

SI&SA
[ ge~norphI [ vegetation ["" ~
Fig. 2

The knowledge base of the KGI-XGIS

Initial scoping of a project requires to define the
planned activity and to identify all related actions.

3

Model of the KGI-XGIS knowledge base

This part of the process is of crucial importance as
the actual environmental impact assessment is based
on the possible outputs of the detected actions. Out-

The conceptual model of the KGI-XGIS modifies

puts are defined as physical changes to the environ-

the general model of an XGIS to the problem of

ment. The A & A module contains expert knowledge

handling spatial data for King George Island with

that helps defining the activity. This knowledge can

respect to environmental impact assessments. The

be derived for example from technical experts in

knowledge base is divided into modules that repre-

the field of the activities or from logistics person-

sent the different domains of expert knowledge

nel. The user may be asked to give details on the

necessary for the EIA process. Each of the modules

principal characteristics of the planned activity, a

can be divided into further submodules which rep-

piece of information which is used by the system to

resent specific subdomains. This keeps the amount

find possible outputs of the activity. The first ex-

of rules that the system must consider at one time

ample described below illustrates the process.

low and ensures efficient knowledge handling.

To assess the potential impacts of these outputs it

Management and update of the knowledge base is

is necessary to know which are the environmental

thus kept fairly easy within the modules.

conditions in the area with respect to these out-

The design of the knowledge base for the KGI-

puts. The SI&SA module uses available spatial data
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sets to produce information on these conditions.

ity and threats, logistics personnel who is able to

This module contains expert knowledge on the rela-

specify the technical needs and people with field

tion of spatial properties in the Antarctic environ-

experience in the area of interest. In structured in-

ment and on spatial analysis techniques. One sub-

terviews the expert knowledge in the domain of in-

module of paramount importance is the spatial data

terest will be collected from as many experts as

quality submodule that traces data quality issues

possible. The acquired knowledge then must be for-

through the process os spatial analysis. This impor-

malised and coded into production rules. Acquiring

tant topic is elaborated further in the second exam-

the knowledge is a heuristic process and it will of-

ple given below.

ten be necessary to refine the interviews and to ask
the experts again to improve the knowledge base.

4 Acquiring the expert knowledge

The knowledge acquisition process requires either a
knowledge engineer who knows how to handle the

"Those persons responsible for an Environmental

knowledge acquisition module of the expert system

Impact Assessment Process need to ensure that

shell or a module that provides an easy to use and

they consult as widely as is reasonably necessary

intuitive GUI.

and possible in order that the best available infor-

4.1

mation and professional advice contribute to the

Example 1

Selecting a camp site on Fildes

Peninsula

outcome. A number of different participants may be

The problem of "Selecting a camp site on Fildes

involved throughout this process, ranging from

Peninsula" illustrates a simple application of the

those who are involved in the details of nearly all

XGIS when planning a research project. First a pre-

parts of the process (e. g. environmental officer,

liminary assessment of the possible impacts has to

proponent of the activity) to those who are the

be drawn up. A group of geologists, for instance,

technical experts who provide input in particular

want to use the KGI-XGIS to find a suitable camp

subjects of the process (e. g. researchers, logistic

site in terms of constraints given by logistics and in

personnel,others with experience a t t h e location or

terms of minimal impact on the environment. They

in a particular activity)." (COMNAP / ATCM,

do not have field experience nor a thorough under-

1999)

standing of the ecology of the area. The XGIS sup-

Acquiring expert knowledge even for one domain

ports them in using the appropriate data sets for the

of interest is often a time consuming and difficult

spatial analysis that is necessary to support them in

job. Collecting the best available professional advice

finding an appropriate camp site. Figs. 3 (a) -- (d)

includes consulting many different experts. An ap-

illustrate how the system leads them through the

proach to avoid this expense for every new problem

process.

again is to collect all the available advice in ad-

First the area of interest has to be delimited. This

vance,storing it in some form and then using this

is done by using standard GIS functions through

data base for the actual cases. The knowledge base

the GIS GUI like zooming in or out and dragging a

of an expert system can serve as such a virtual ex-

polygon (Fig. 3 ( a ) ) . In a second step the planned

pert. Obviously the crucial point is to acquire and

activity must be defined and specified by selecting

store the best information possible in this data

buttons of a menu the system presents polygon

base. This includes not only finding the best experts

(Fig. 3 ( b ) ) . Once the activity is specified the

in the domain of interest, getting all the relevant

XGIS checks its knowledge base for possible actions

information from them and storing it in an efficient

related to the activity. If necessary it may request

way but also updating of the knowledge base if the

more details. Now the system automatically identi-

knowledge expands.

fies all possible outputs of all the actions. This is the

As is elaborated in the quotation above, relevant
experts for EIA processes in Antarctica include researchers who can judge the environmental sensitiv-

result the A & A module presents to the E & I module,which has been shown in Fig. 2.
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(a) The area of interest is defined by the user through the GIS GUI

(b) The system asks to specify the activity

(c) -me systemautomaticallychecks for possibleactions related to the activity,
identifiesnecessaryspatialdata sets and performsthe requiredanalysis
Fig. 3

(d) Mapsand associatedreports
are presentedas output

An example of the application of the KGI-XGIS system

The E & I module has the capability to identify

indicate non existent data sets that could improve

impacts on the ecosystem by comparing the possible

the quality of the results substantially if provided.

outputs with the actual environmental conditions.

4.2

The E & I module checks for'the necessary data sets

Example 2

Guiding through the data quali-

ty jungle

it needs to determine the environmental conditions

Current GIS are used through graphical user in-

and asks the SI&SA module to provide these data

terfaces ( G U I ) which allow easy handling of the

sets. This module now tries to provide the best spa-

systems even to non-specialised users. On one hand

tial information available by selecting existing data

this is a desirable effect as everyone can use and

sets and performing appropriate analysis on them

produce spatial 'data sets through these GUIs. On

(Fig. 3(c) ).
Once the information about the relevant environ-

the other hand inexperienced users may produce
nonsensical results in applying inappropriate analy-

mental conditions is available to the E& I module it

sis techniques on spatial data sets. This is easily

produces the desired output in the form of maps

done by using the menu bars and clicking on the

and reports (fig. 3 ( d ) ) which then support the de-

buttons of the GIS GUI. Still the system provides

cision makers in taking their decision. In this case

excellent looking results like maps or new attributes

the maps might show possible pathways to the

to spatial entities. The danger is that we trust these

camp, the area around a breeding site in which

meaningless results and base decisions on them.

noise impacts the animals,freshwater lakes that are

To avoid this "garbage in - gospel out" effect, da-

sensitive to fuel pollution, etc. The reports give in-

ta quality information must be included as a vital

formation about which data sets have been used or

part of the analysis process and must be clearly in-

where the data quality is Ix:or and the results

dicated on the final outputs of the system. Although

should be treated cautiously. The reports can also

data quality information is often complex to under-
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stand, let alone to use, the data must comply to

quality (sub-) elements. But reporting the data

quality standards, the user must recognise data

quality for a data set is not enough. It must be tak-

quality and the final product should carry data qual-

en into account throughout the analysis process.

ity attributes. The aim of the data quality submod-

The XGIS thus combines the information given in

ule,which forms a part of the SI&SA Module, is to

the metadata with the information on the intended

use given quality information throughout the analy-

use to transform the abstract data quality value in

sis processes and to produce a report on data quality

an interpretation relevant to the planned use. This

that even potential non-experts can understand.

will be done by using the expert knowledge in the

Data quality information will represent an essential part of the data model for the KGIS. The model

knowledge base submodule the specified problem
pertains to.

will comply with the forthcoming ISO TC 211

Taking a thematic map of vegetation coverage de-

standard. An overview of this abstract data quality

rived from remote sensing data by automatic classi-

model is given in Fig. 4, in which data quality is de-

fication as an example, the reported data quality on

scribed in qualitative form by the data quality

thematic accuracy might incorporate percentage

overview elements and in quantitative form by data

values about omission and commission errors in the

DQ element ~-{DQ subelement~_~

DQ date ]
l

l

DQ result (value) ~'~ DQmeasure
I'

DQ scope

data s e t
ISO/TC 211
DQoverviewelement
Fig. 4

The abstract data model according to the ISQ/TC211 draft

vegetation classes. Omission errors indicate areas

different importance than for an intended use of the

that are excluded from the category to which they

map to estimate the impact of fuel spill on the vege-

belong, and commission errors indicate areas that

tation.

are incorrectly included into a category. For an in-

Fig. 5 depicts how rules are applied to use the da-

tended use of the map as part of assessing the im-

ta quality information throughout an analysis pro-

pact of heavy vehicle tracks this information is of

cess, in which the left branch describes the conven -

DQ result )
(value)

typeof usage
data set

5
data ~t
Fig. 5

0
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agairkstqualitylevel)

~ result
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Using the expert knowledge by applying rules to the data quality information
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tional way without using the rules. On the right
branch data quality information is taken into con-

6

Outlook

sideration by using expert knowledge to select the
appropriate analysis technique. First expert knowl-

To demonstrate the capabilities of the KGI-XGIS

edge helps in transforming the abstract data quality

a preliminary and rather simple version with expert

value by selecting an appropriate fuzzy membership

knowledge for only certain selected domains will be

function with respect to the intended analysis. In a

constructed. In the second step expert knowledge

next step the now fuzzified data quality information

for all the submodules will be derived from inter-

is used for the choice of an analysis technique corre-

views with experts and coded into the system. After

sponding to the data quality. If the quality is poor

improvement and adjustment of the human-ma-

only a simple technique might be employed. If the

chine interfaces to the needs of potential users the

quality is good enough more sophisticated tech-

system will support implementing the 'Madrid

niques which might provide better results but need

Protocol'.

more accurate data selected. Thus the systems
avoids producing results that suggest a high relia-
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5

Implementation
Constructing expert systems from scratch is not

necessary. Expert system shells are tools that make
context independent interpreters for declarative
knowledge representation and inference. The imple-

2
3

mentation will be based on the Java Expert System
Shell (JESS) which is very similar to the widely

4

used expert system shell CLIPS. JESS provides all
the functions that are necessary for an efficient implementation of the XGIS including fuzzy reasoning

5
6

by the Fuzzy JESS extension. JESS is written completely in Java which makes JESS platform inde-

7

pendent. Java also facilitates programming GUIs
and supporting APIs to commercial GIS packages

8

like ESRI' s Arc/Info or ArcView products. For
non-commercial use JESS is distributed without li-

9

cence fee and the experience of thousands of CLIPS
implementations helps in constructing and in the

10

improvement of the expert system. The XGIS can
be constructed by using any GIS software as long as
the GIS package provides some means for interapplication control like RPC or APIs. At the moment
Arc/Info is used.

through

the
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